A post-doctoral research associate/fellow position in Control and Robotics, University of Sydney, Australia

Contributed by: Ian Manchester, ian.manchester@sydney.edu.au

A post-doctoral research associate/fellow position is now open at the University of Sydney.

We are seeking applicants with a strong background and publication record in nonlinear control theory, control of robotic systems, nonlinear predictive control, stability verification, and/or learning control to contribute to a project funded by the Australian Research Council and led by A/Prof Ian Manchester.

This is a 2 Year Full time Fixed Term role with Base Salary: $90K-102K p.a, depending on experience, plus superannuation.

For full details and application go to https://sydney.nga.net.au
and do a "Job search" for "Job reference" 1124/0618F
Closing date for applications is 22nd of July.